We have developed a bright, photostable, and far-red emitting fluorescent phosphoglycerolipid analogue to probe diffusion characteristics of lipids in membranes. The lipid analogue consists of a saturated (C18) phosphoethanolamine and a hydrophilic far-red emitting fluorescent dye (KK114) that is tethered to the head group by a long polyethylenglycol linker. In contrast to reported far-red emitting fluorescent lipid analogues, this one partitions predominantly into liquid ordered domains of phase-separated ternary bilayers. We performed fluorescence correlation spectroscopy with a superresolution STED microscope (STED-FCS) to measure the lateral diffusion of the new lipid analogue in the liquid ordered (Lo) and disordered (Ld) phase. On a mica support, we observed micrometer large phases and found that the lipid analogue diffuses freely on all tested spatial scales (40-250 nm) in both the Ld and Lo phase with diffusion coefficients of 1.8 mm 2 s À1 and 0.7 mm 2 s À1 , respectively. This indicates that the tight molecular packing of the Lo phase mainly slows down the diffusion rather than causing anomalous sub-diffusion. The same ternary mixture deposited on acid-cleaned glass forms Lo nanodomains of <40 nm to 300 nm in diameter as only revealed by STED microscopy, which demonstrates the severe influence of interactions with the substrate on the sizes of domains in membranes. When averaging over different positions, STED-FCS measurements on such glass supported membranes displayed anomalous sub-diffusion. This anomaly can be attributed to a transient partitioning of the lipid analogue into the nano-domains, where diffusion is slowed down. Our results suggest that STED-FCS in combination with a Lo-partitioning fluorescent lipid analogue can directly probe the presence of Lo nano-domains, which in the future should allow the study of potential lipid rafts in live-cell membranes.
behavior of lipid membranes can be mainly attributed to the lipid raft theory [2] [3] [4] proposing that liquid ordered domains made of sphingolipids, cholesterol and saturated phospholipids are critically involved in sorting and regulating proteins in the plasma membrane of eukaryotic cells. However, until now direct evidence for the existence of lipid rafts at physiological temperatures in the living cell is rare because of the lack of appropriate methods for detecting these small (<200 nm) and shortlived (ms) features. [5] [6] [7] [8] One widely-used approach is to study fluorescent lipid analogues in model and cell membranes with suitable microscopy techniques. 9, 10 Due to the putative small scale of lipid domains in cell membranes, established far-field fluorescence microscopy can give indirect information at best. With the development of super-resolution far-field microscopy, 11, 12 such as stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy, 13, 14 the limitation in spatial resolution of far-field fluorescence microscopy given by the diffraction of light has been overcome and a spatial resolution down to 30 nm was attained in living cells. 15 On the other hand, the high temporal resolution necessary for detecting diffusion kinetics of lipids in membranes on the sub-millisecond scale can be achieved by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) using a photon counting detection scheme. [16] [17] [18] By combining both STED and FCS 19 it was for the first time possible to directly observe transient lipid interactions in live-cell membranes on the relevant spatial scales <50 nm. 15, 20, 21 To perform STED-FCS experiments, photostable and bright fluorescent lipid analogues should be used, featuring fluorescent dyes that emit in the far-red where absorption of biological material is minimal. However, the possible organic fluorophore labels are usually bulky and interfere with membrane packing when coupled to lipids. 10 This may result in erroneous partitioning of the labeled lipid analogue, which was indeed observed for all potential Lo-partitioning lipid analogues labeled with a far-red emitting organic fluorophore. 22 In fact, Lo-partitioning of the respective fluorescent lipid analogues was so low that STED-FCS could so far not be applied in the Lo phase on model membranes, leaving two important questions un-addressed: does the tighter molecular packing in the Lo phase only result in a slowed down yet normal diffusion, or is the diffusion 'anomalous' due to brief hindrances on the nanoscale, i.e. similar to the transient interactions observed for certain lipids in living cell membranes? 15, 20, 21 Furthermore, can STED-FCS experiments detect transient incorporations of lipid analogues into nano-domains of higher molecular order such as putative lipid rafts in membranes of living cells?
Here, we address these questions by reporting the development of a far-red emitting fluorescent Lo-partitioning saturated phosphoglycerolipid analogue that is well suited for STED(-FCS) experiments. Using STED-FCS in ternary bilayers deposited on two different supports, specifically mica and glass, we studied the diffusion dynamics of the lipid analogue in both the Lo and Ld phase separately as well as its transient partitioning into nanometer sized domains. The results show that STED-FCS in conjunction with an appropriate fluorescent Lo-partitioning lipid analogue is an exceptional tool for detecting membrane nano-domains, including putative rafts in living cells.
Results and discussion
The measurement of nanoscopic lipid membrane organization and dynamics requires specific visualization of lipids. In the case of fluorescence microscopy this is realized by making the lipid luminescent. For example, most of the previous fluorescence microscopy measurements on lipid organization in model or cellular membranes have either applied a membrane-incorporating fluorescent dye, 23 which however turns bright only in a liquid disordered environment and is not an analogue of a ''real'' lipid, or have labeled endogenous lipids by fluorescently tagged peptides or proteins, 24, 25 which however usually bind more than one lipid at a time (such as cholera-toxin B for the ganglioside lipid GM1) and may introduce biasing clustering. In our previous STED(-FCS) microscopy experiments, we have therefore realized fluorescent lipid analogues by adding a fluorescent label to the molecule of interest. 15, 21 Unfortunately, it turned out that the bulky fluorophore labeled either at the lipid's head group or by acyl-chain replacement prevented the resulting lipid analogues from entering tightly packed areas of the membrane such as the Lo phase of phase separated model membranes. 21, 22 We concluded that a different labeling strategy where the label is placed further away from the membrane-water interface would avoid this limitation. Therefore, we synthesized a novel far-red emitting lipid analog DSPE-PEG-KK114 by tethering the organic fluorophore KK114 having an absorption and emission maximum of around 640 and 660 nm, 26 respectively, to the head group of a saturated C18-phosphoethanolamine (1,2-dioctadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine, DSPE) by a long polyethylenglycol (PEG) linker (Fig. 1C) . KK114 was preferred over the fluorophore Atto647N used in our previous studies, 15, 20, 21 because it is more hydrophilic. To characterize the partitioning, the diffusion and the photo-physical properties of the new lipid analogue, we used spin-coated lipid bilayers on a mica support. As a model system for phase separation we chose a three component mixture of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (dPhyPC), and 30% cholesterol which segregates into micrometer-large Ld and Lo domains at room temperature 27, 28 (Fig. 1A) . dPhyPC was chosen because it is not exposed to (photo)oxidation as for example 1,2-dioleoylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), and has also a low melting transition temperature. Bilayers were spin-coated on freshly cleaved mica from a solution with a lipid concentration of 2 g l À1 in methanol-chloroform (1 : 1). As an Ld marker we used PE-Bodipy (PE-BDY). To show the influence of the PEG-linker on the partitioning of the DSPE analogue we also synthesized a lipid analogue with the dye KK114 directly attached to the head group (DSPE-KK114) 26 ( Fig. 1C) . The fluorescence images of the two different KK114-labeled DSPE lipid analogues showed that these analogues partitioned differently into the Ld and Lo phase (Fig. 1) . DSPE-KK114 partitioned strongly in the same phase as PE-BDY, that is the Ld phase. In contrast, DSPE-PEG-KK114 partitioned predominantly in the Lo phase. A closer analysis of the fluorescence emission in the respective phases yielded a Lopartitioning coefficient p Lo ¼ 5% for DSPE-KK114 and p Lo ¼ 70% for DSPE-PEG-KK114, i.e. 70% of the fluorescent molecules partitioned into the Lo phase, rendering a Lo : Ld image contrast of 2.5 : 1. The fluorescence lifetime of the new Lo marker was 3.5-3.6 ns in both the Ld and Lo phase ( Fig. 2A) . A fluorescence lifetime that is independent on the phase partitioning of the lipid analogue shows that the fluorophore is not influenced by the different packing and hydration of the membrane in the Ld and Lo phase. Further, the lifetime of 3.5-3.6 ns is in the range of that of KK114 in aqueous solution 26 and shorter than the 4 ns observed for the hydrophobic environment of the dye label when directly tagged at the head-group or by acyl-chain replacement. 29 We attribute this finding to the fact that the fluorophore is kept out of the hydrophobic bilayer by the PEG-linker. Additionally, confocal FCS experiments (Fig. 2B ) confirmed partitioning-independent fluorescence emission, because the molecular brightness of the fluorophore was similar in both phases ($18 kHz photon counts with 7 mW of 640 nm wavelength excitation light). ) and not determinable in the Lo phase due to the low partitioning into this phase. Note that the difference between D Ld and D Lo is 20% smaller than what has been reported in a previous study on fluorescent lipid analogues for separated Lo-Ld phases on mica. 30 However, our experiments are not directly comparable to these previous studies because the ternary mixtures are different. The properties of the new lipid analogue are summarized in Fig. 2C .
To address the important question whether the diffusion of the Lo marker in large scale phase separated membranes is free or anomalous we measured FCS data of DSPE-PEG-KK114 diffusion in each phase for different observation areas with 15, 20, 21 (compare Fig. 3A, B The function D(d) measured by STED-FCS of DSPE-PEG-KK114 diffusion for the micrometer large phases on the mica support are depicted in Fig. 3C . In both the Ld and Lo phases the values D(d) remained constant with decreasing d, which demonstrates free Brownian motion for both phases within the observed scales. Therefore, the approx. 2.6 times slower diffusion in the Lo phase stems from the increased molecular packing and increased viscosity, but not from hindrances on the tens of nanometer scale. Thus, at least for the mica support and on the observed scales (>40 nm), the segregation of the lipids is relatively unhindered resulting in homogenous Lo and Ld phases.
We in addition determined the anomaly coefficient a from the STED-FCS data. Values of a z 1 reveal a homogeneous diffusion of all molecules, while a < 1 indicates heterogeneous sub-diffusion, i.e. strong differences in transit times between different molecules. 17, 32 Using STED-FCS, we have for example previously determined the dependence of the anomaly coefficient a on the diameter d of the observation area for different fluorescent lipids in the plasma membrane of living cells.
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For some of the lipids the decrease of a towards small d revealed transient trapping on nanoscales. At large d, FCS data revealed a z 1, meaning that the anomalous sub-diffusion due to transient trapping events was averaged out at the large detection spots and therefore diffusion seemed misleadingly free. Only for small observation areas we could distinguish between dissimilar modalities of transits: a modality where the lipid happens to diffuse freely and another modality with a more complex transit time stemming from hindered diffusion due to a trapping event. In our present experiments, we determined a z 1 for DSPE-PEG-KK114 in Ld and Lo on all spatial scales d ¼ 40-250 nm (Fig. 3D ), confirming our above observations of a homogeneous diffusion in both phases.
We note that the diffusion of DSPE-PEG-KK114 in the Ld phase of our ternary mixture was significantly slower (1.7 mm 2 s
À1
) than in the complete liquid disordered environment of a one component DOPC bilayer (9 mm 2 s
) and even slower than in a DOPC bilayer containing 30% cholesterol (2.6 mm 2 s À1 ) (grey lines in Fig. 3C ). Besides slight differences in mobility from using dPhyPC instead of DOPC, this may indicate that the Ld phase of our ternary membranes still contained cholesterol and saturated lipids (DPPC), which both slow down diffusion by increasing the order and thus viscosity. The fact that the saturated lipid may also partition to the Ld phase suggests that the still incomplete partitioning of our Lo lipid analogue (p Lo ¼ 70%) may actually resemble the partitioning characteristics of a non-labeled saturated lipid with a minimal influence by the dye label.
So far, large scale phase separation has not been observed in the plasma membrane of intact living cells. Yet, the lipid-protein ensemble of the plasma membrane is able to phase separate into large domains when the membrane is detached from the cytoskeleton by chemical treatment. 33, 34 In this respect, large scale phase separation (as observed with ternary mixtures on mica or in giant unilamellar vesicles) may not be a suitable model system for potential nano-sized rafts in intact living cells. However, it is known that ternary mixtures do not segregate in large phases when glass is used as the support instead of mica. The reason is an asymmetry of the bilayer leaflets due to an interaction of the lower leaflet lipids with the rough glass surface. Simulations of domain formation on solid supports showed that in the lower leaflet domain, growth is prevented by diffusion restriction due to high friction and interaction with the substrate. The upper leaflet is coupled to the lower leaflet which restricts domain sizes and also pins domain positions. 35 We used this simple system as the model for a lipid membrane with complex heterogeneities on the nanometer scale. Confocal images of spin-coated ternary bilayers of the same kind as before (DPPC, dPhyPC and cholesterol) on acid cleaned glass showed that the Ld (PE-BDY) and Lo marker (DSPE-PEG-KK114) were patterned in a counterstained fashion, which still indicates Lo and Ld phase separation (Fig. 4A) . As expected, the domain sizes were much smaller than those on the mica support and below the diffraction limit, i.e. not fully resolvable by the diffraction-limited confocal recordings. We therefore used the STED microscope with a spatial resolution tuned to about 40 nm to record more detailed images of the distribution of the DSPE-PEG-KK114 lipid analogue. The STED images showed irregularly shaped domains View Article Online with diameters from below 40 nm up to 300 nm and an average diameter of 90 nm (Fig. 4A) . The latter value may however be smaller since we could not properly include dark domains which probably were of <40 nm in diameter. As judged from time lapse imaging, the resolvable domains did not change their position or size over a period of 2 h. Note that STED images of the DSPE-PEG-KK114 lipid in a single-component DOPC bilayer did not reveal any signs of domain formation (lower panel Fig. 4A ).
We next applied STED-FCS to probe the diffusion of the DSPE-PEG-KK114 lipid in these heterogeneous membranes on scales between 250 nm to 40 nm. From theory, we expect fast diffusion in the Ld areas in-between the nano-domains (similar to D Ld ¼ 1.8 mm 2 s À1 on mica) and slow diffusion once the lipid analogue incorporates into the nano-domains (similar to D Lo ¼ 0.7 mm 2 s À1 on mica). Due to several reasons, we could not determine the D(d) dependence for the Ld and Lo portions separately: (1) the density of the nano-domains was too high and the sizes of most of them too small to accomplish all necessary STED-FCS measurements (d ¼ 40-250 nm) on a pure phase. (2) An exact positioning of the observation area on specific nano-domains was not feasible, since the FCS experiments required a relatively low concentration (0.01 mol%) of fluorescent lipid, which was (in contrast to the micro-meter sized domains on mica) not high enough to realize an image contrast to accurately identify the nano-domains. We therefore recorded the D(d) dependence at various random positions on the membrane, i.e. we probed the diffusion characteristics for different arrangements of domains with respect to the observation area. Fig. 4B shows the dependence D(d) for three different random positions in the membrane. Clearly, the observed apparent diffusion coefficients were dependent on the position in the sample and ranged from D ¼ 0.5 mm 2 s À1 to 2.5 mm 2 s
. This variation and the fact that all of the observed D(d) dependencies showed a deviation from a constant value indicated that the diffusion of the DSPE-PEG-KK114 lipid was heterogeneous in the phase-separated ternary bilayer on glass. This is supported by the decrease of the anomaly coefficient a with d as plotted in Fig. 4C , indicating anomalous molecular diffusion on the nanoscale.
This anomaly in diffusion is to be expected, since we randomly positioned our observation area on the membrane, i.e. the probability to simultaneously probe diffusion inside and outside a domain is rather high. Consequently, on its diffusion path through the observation area the lipid may change from fast to slow diffusion and/or reverse, i.e. it is kind of trapped in the nano-domains. On one hand, this indicates that (as mentioned before) the values of D only resemble an average over different diffusion modes and thus do not reveal a real diffusion coefficient. On the other hand, this diffusion characteristic is similar to the previously mentioned hindered diffusion of certain lipids in the plasma membrane of living cells, where STED-FCS revealed transient (z10 ms long) trapping. These traps indicated complexes with other relatively slow-moving or immobilized molecules such as proteins. 15, 20, 21 Most importantly, the molecules hardly moved during the trap.
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However, this characteristic is different to the diffusion characteristics expected for the incorporation into nano-domains, during which the molecule still can move. Indeed, the deviations from homogeneous diffusion observed for the DSPE-PEG-KK114 lipid in the ternary mixtures on glass support were different from those observed for certain lipids in the plasma membrane of living cells. In the latter STED-FCS experiments, the transient trapping on molecular scales led to a continuous decrease of the values of D (4.5 to 5-fold) when moving from d ¼ 250 nm down to 40 nm. 15, 20, 21 In our current measurements, the decrease of D was neither as strong (only up to 1.5) nor continuous. We rather observed an initial 1.5-fold decrease for STED-FCS measurements between d ¼ 250 nm and z150 nm, while values of D stayed constant for smaller observation diameters d and sometimes even increased again for very small d (Fig. 4B) . We can indicate that this is the D(d) dependence expected for transient incorporation into nano-domains where diffusion is slowed down: (1) for diameters d larger than the domain size, STED-FCS probes similar diffusion pathways for all molecular transits, which include both slow and fast diffusion components from inside and outside the Lo domains, respectively. Hence, the values of the apparent diffusion coefficient are smaller than the value D Ld ¼ 1.8 mm 2 s À1 expected for the Ld phase (compare results from the mica support) and a z 1. (2) With d reaching the size of the nano-domains the molecular pathways become increasingly different with some of the molecules experiencing domain incorporation, i.e. slow-down of diffusion, and some not, which obviously leads to a slight decrease of the apparent D and to a < 1. (3) For d smaller than the domain sizes, the values of the apparent diffusion coefficient D will either report the diffusion in-or outside of the domains dependent on the position of the observation area relative to the domain. In theory, one should in this case be able to extract two diffusion components (fast Ld and slow Lo diffusion) from these STED-FCS data. In practice, this was not feasible since the domain sizes were highly heterogeneous including the mentioned very small <40 nm large nanodomains, all in all fading a clear separation of purely slow and purely fast molecular transits. (4) The experimentally observed dependence D(d) is similar to that determined from Monte Carlo simulations of transient partitioning into nanometer-sized domains in which diffusion is slowed down 15, 18 (however, in that case a constant domain size had been assumed).
The average D(d) dependence obtained from averaging 10 independent STED-FCS measurements on different random positions also exhibits a slight decline of the apparent D as d was decreased (Fig. 4B red) , however with a lower slope compared to some of the single measurements (Fig. 4B black) . Averaging over multiple positions seems to conceal the existence of the heterogeneous diffusion due to nano-domain partitioning. This averaged scenario is expected for the transient incorporation of molecules into putative nano-sized rafts in live-cell membranes, since these nano-domains are thought to be highly dynamic.
Conclusion
We have designed a novel far-red emitting fluorescent phosphoglycerolipid analogue DSPE-PEG-KK114 with suitable photophysical properties and causing minimal perturbations of the saturated lipid part. Most importantly, this fluorescent lipid analogue partitions into the Lo phase of membrane bilayers like its natural counterpart. This makes DSPE-PEG-KK114 a suitable candidate for studying phase separation and lipid diffusion characteristics in model membranes using STED(-FCS) microscopy. Here, we used DSPE-PEG-KK114 in conjunction with STED(-FCS) microscopy to study ternary mixtures in model membranes on mica as well as glass support. While phase separation into micrometer-sized Ld and Lo domains on the mica support could be observed with standard diffraction-limited microscopy, the superior spatial resolution of STED microscopy was necessary to resolve the <40 nm to 300 nm large Lo domains on the glass support. As expected, interactions of lipids of the lower leaflet of the membrane bilayer with the rough glass surface prevented the formation of large-scale domains. These nano-domains were confirmed when using STED-FCS to determine the diffusion characteristics of the lipid.
Most importantly, we could for the first time show that on scales ranging from 250 nm down to 40 nm, diffusion is free in both the Ld and Lo phases. The about 2.6 times slower diffusion in the Lo phase results from the increased molecular packing and thus increased viscosity, but not from random hindrances at the tens of nanometer scale. Thus, we found that (at least on $40 nm spatial scales) segregation of the lipids is relatively unhindered resulting in homogenous Lo and Ld phases. This was directly evident for the micrometer large domains on the mica support. Using the Lo-partitioning lipid analogue on the glass support, we for the first time on the relevant spatial scales could report on the diffusion characteristics obtained for STED-FCS for transient nano-domain incorporation.
In conclusion, we have shown that STED-FCS in conjunction with the novel Lopartitioning fluorescent phosphoglycerolipid analogue is able to characterize transient incorporations into nano-domains of higher molecular order. This major development step should allow the study of more complex and dynamic systems such as critical fluctuations in ternary model membranes 37 and, most importantly, potential nano-domain organizations and dynamics in live-cell membranes.
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Material and methods 
Supported lipid bilayers (SLB)
Glass cover slides were cleaned in a 3 : 1 mixture of concentrated H 2 SO 4 and 30% H 2 O 2 . After acid cleaning the glass slides were extensively rinsed with pure water and then stored in water for not longer than a week. Mica substrates were prepared by cleaving thin layers of mica and gluing them to glass cover slides using optical transparent glue (Norland optical adhesive 88). The mica support was freshly prepared directly before the spin coating of the lipids. On both mica and glass supports single phase liquid disordered bilayers were made by spin coating (2000 rpm) 20ml of DOPC (2 g l À1 in methanol-chloroform). 38 After 10 min solvent evaporation under vacuum the sample was hydrated with 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM TRIS/ HCl pH 7.4 and rinsed several times until a clean single bilayer remained on the surface. Ternary lipid bilayers on both supports were spin coated from a mixture of DiPhyPC, DPPC, CO in a molar ratio of (1 : 1 : 0.85). After hydration the sample was heated to 60 C for 5 min and rinsed with buffer several times until a single clean bilayer remained on the surface. As liquid disordered marker we doped the bilayer with 0.1 mol% N-(4,4-difluoro-5,7-dimethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene-3-propionyl)-1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-ethanolamine (PE-BDY) (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen). For imaging concentrations in the bilayer of DSPE-KK114 or DSPE-PEG-KK114 were 0.1 mol% and for STED-FCS experiments 0.01 mol%.
Confocal and STED microscopy
Confocal and STED imaging and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (STED-FCS) was performed on a custom-built confocal STED microscope that was in detail described previously. 21 The setup has been expanded by a fast beam scanner and a blue excitation laser 485 nm (z80 ps pulse width, LDH-P-485B, PicoQuant). Precise positioning of the laser foci in the sample and sample scanning was realized by a digital beam scanning unit (Yanus, Till-Photonics, Gr€ afeling, Germany) for lateral directions and a piezo scanning stage (NanoMax-TS Stage, Thorlabs, Newton, USA) for the axial direction. The fluorescence was descanned, split into two channel for detection of the red and blue fluorescence of the KK114 and Bodipy dyes, respectively, using a dichroic mirror (AHF Analysentechnik), and coupled into two multimode fiber splitters (Fiber Optic Network Technology, Surrey, Canada) with an aperture size corresponding to 1.4Â the magnified excitation spot. The maximum STED power applied was 160 mW (780 nm) measured in the back aperture of the objective (amounting to $100 mW at the sample) which results in a resolution or diameter of the observation area of about 40 nm measured either on 20 nm large fluorescent beads or from DSPE-KK114 diffusion in a pure DOPC bilayer.
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STED-FCS
Details of the STED-FCS analysis are outlined in ref. 15, 21 . Briefly, we recorded FCS data for different powers of the STED laser, i.e. for observation areas of different diameters d. The correlation data were fitted to: G(t c ) ¼ 1/N * (1 + (p/(1 À p)) * exp(-t c /t T )) * 1/ (1 + (t c /s D ) a ), where N is the particle number (i.e., the mean number of fluorescent molecules in the detection volume, which is proportional to the concentration divided by the measurement volume (or area for two-dimensional samples)), p is the fraction of dye that are on average in the dark triplet state, t T is the triplet correlation time, s D is the average transit time of the fluorescent molecules diffusing through the observation area, and a is the anomaly exponent, which is 1 if the diffusion is free and <1 for anomalous hindered diffusion. Fitting the above equation to the FCS data resulted in the dependence of the average transit time s D on the diameter d of the observation area, which allowed us to determine the dependence of the apparent diffusion coefficient D ¼ d 2 /(8 ln(2) s D ) on d. The diameter d of the observation area was calibrated for each power of the STED laser by STED-FCS measurements of DSPE-KK114 or DSPE-PEG-KK114 freely diffusing in a DOPC supported lipid bilayer. The molecular brightness cpp (counts-per-particle) was determined from the FCS analysis according to cpp ¼ N/<I>, where N is the average number of particles in the observation area (as mentioned before) and <I> is the average count rate in kHz during the measurement.
Partitioning coefficient
The partitioning coefficient p Lo ¼ <I Lo >/(<I Lo > + <I Ld >) into the Lo phase was calculated from the average detected signal counts per image pixel <I Lo > and <I Ld > in the Lo and Ld phase, respectively. This is valid, i.e. <I Lo > and <I Ld > resemble the actual molecular distributions, since the single-molecule brightness is the same in both phases 22 (compare Fig. 2C ).
Fluorescence lifetime
The fluorescence lifetime was determined by fitting photon arrival time histograms that were acquired by time-correlated single-photon-counting (TCSPC). Pulsed excitation (640 nm laser, 80 Mhz, z80 ps pulse width, LDH-P-640B, PicoQuant, Berlin, Germany) was used to excite the fluorescent probes and the emission was detected by single-photon counting modules (avalanche photo diode SPCM-AQR-13-FC, Perkin Elmer Optoelectronics, Fremont, CA) and recorded by a TCSPC PCI card (SPC 830, Becker&Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany). The fluorescence arrival time histograms were evaluated with the Matlab package Tcspcfit 39 yielding the fluorescence lifetime s F . The instrument response function (IRF) was determined by recording directly the laser light reflected by a mirror.
